Domain Name European Summit
EGENI 2004
(3rd edition)
Europe – Confidence – Internet

Paris
Thursday 1st of July 2004
EGENI 2004 (Morning)

• Plenary Session
  – *From Geneva to Tunis, the Internet governance*

• Workshops
  – #1 *Internet governance and the European users*
    • Involvement & organization of individuals users
    • Involvement & organization of business users
  – # 2 *Internet: Status Quo or Innovation?*
  – # 3 *Identity & electronic confidence*
  – # 4 *P2P – cooperation or consummation*
EGENI 2004 (Afternoon)

• Plenary Session
  – *Legal regulation of Internet in the European space*

• Workshops
  – # 5 *Evolution in the domain name space*
  – # 6 *E-business*
  – # 7 *Mobility & convergence (Internet – Telecom)*
  – # 8 *Business Intelligence*